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Effect of spin ordering on the magnetotransport of YBa2Cu3O6.25
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In-plane and out-of-plane magnetoresistivity~MR! measurements were performed on the same antiferro-
magnetic~AF!YBa2Cu3O6.25 single crystal using a six-lead configuration, in magnetic fieldsH applied along
the ab plane. We identified three terms contributing to both MRs. The first term is anisotropic with respect to
the in-plane field orientation, with a twofold symmetry for the in-plane MR and a fourfold symmetry for the
out-of-plane MR. We show that these anisotropic features of the magnetoresistivity tensor can be understood in
terms of the coupling between the spin and the elastic degrees of freedom. The second term in both MRs is
negative and isotropic upon in-planeH rotation. We ascribe this term to charge-carrier scattering on the AF
domain walls. Finally, the third term is positive, quadratic inH and seems to correlate with the AF phase
transition.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.144505 PACS number~s!: 74.25.Fy, 74.72.Bk
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interplay between the charge and spin subsyst
plays a central role in the physics of high-temperature su
conductors. This interplay, tuned by charge doping, under
the dramatic changes in the physical properties across
phase diagram of these materials. Here, we focus on the
tronic transport properties of antiferromagnetic~AF!
YBa2Cu3Ox in order to better understand the effect of sp
ordering on electrical conduction.

Charge transport in antiferromagnetic YBa2Cu3Ox single
crystals exhibits unusual features in the presence of a m
netic fieldH applied parallel to theab planes.1,2 Namely, the
in-plane magnetoresistivity ~MR! Drab /rab[@rab(H)
2rab(H50)#/rab is anisotropic with respect to the relativ
orientation between the electrical currentI and the applied
magnetic field, changing from positive whenH'I to nega-
tive whenHi I . Also, the field dependence ofDrab /rab in-
creases sharply in lowH and shows signs of saturation abo
a certain threshold field, where it varies slowly withH.

There are three main scenarios put forward to explain
unusual behavior of the in-plane magnetoresistivity. The fi
scenario invokes the segregation of charges within an a
of stripes.1 These stripes align along the direction of t
magnetic field as a result of their ferromagnetic coupl
with H. Consequently,Drab /rab,0 for Hi I andDrab /rab
.0 for H'I . The second scenario invokes the presence
an in-plane orthorhombic distortion of the crystal lattice
the AF state due to its coupling with the antiferromagne
cally ordered Cu~2! magnetic moments.3 This leads to an
in-plane anisotropy of the bulk resistivities: resistivity
larger whenI is parallel to the sublattice magnetization a
smaller whenI is perpendicular to the sublattice magnetiz
tion. An average resistivity is measured in the absence
magnetic field. Since the sublattice magnetization in h
fields is perpendicular toH, Drab /rab,0 for Hi I and
Drab /rab.0 for H'I . Moskvin and Panov proposed a thir
scenario in which the features of the in-plane MR are link
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to the spin-induced orbital polarization of the triplet state
oxygen in the CuO4 centers.4

We present here systematic angle- and temperat
dependent in-plane and out-of-plane MR measurements,
formed simultaneously on the same single crystal by usin
six-lead configuration technique,5 with the magnetic fieldH
applied parallel to theab planes. Motivated by the experi
mental evidence for the spin-lattice coupling in these
compositions,6 we determine here the effect of the lattic
distortions on the MR tensor. We further estimate the m
nitude of this effect and identify the features of the MRs th
can be explained on the basis of the magnetostriction eff
We also show that the asymmetry observed in the satura
regime in theDrab /rab(H) curves, whenH'I and Hi I ,
vanishes for temperatures higher than the Ne´el transition
temperatureTN and is consistent with a transport mechanis
involving charge-carrier scattering on the AF domain wa
~DW!. This asymmetry also correlates with the negative c
tribution to the out-of-plane MR measured under the sa
field orientations atT.100 K, indicating that a common
mechanism is responsible for both behaviors.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Single crystals of antiferromagnetic YBa2Cu3O6.25 were
grown in gold crucibles using the self-flux method. The ox
gen stoichiometry was adjusted by annealing the sample
500 °C in a predetermined O2-N2 atmosphere, followed by a
quench to liquid-nitrogen temperature. The oxygen par
pressurePO2

, in atmospheres, was determined from t

equation ln(PO2
)5A1Bx, where A5296.26, B513.96,

and x is the desired oxygen stoichiometry of the sing
crystal.7 Typical dimensions are 0.830.530.04 mm3 with
the c axis of the single crystals oriented along the small
dimension.

We have used a multiterminal lead configuration for t
simultaneous measurement of the in-planerab and out-of-
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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planerc resistivities and the respective magnetoresistivit
Drab /rab andDrc /rc . A total of eight low-resistance elec
trical contacts are applied on the top and bottom faces of
crystal using thermally treated silver pads and roo
temperature silver epoxy. The electrical currentI is always
applied along one of the crystal faces, while the top a
bottom face voltages are measured simultaneously. A m
ematical algorithm is subsequently used to extract the
components of the resistivity tensor.8 The MR measurement
were performed at constant temperatureT in sweepingH up
to 14 T applied along theab planes (Hiab). The angular
dependence of MR was determined by rotating the sam
between 0° and 360° in constantH andT.

During measurements, special care was taken to acc
for the magnetoresistance of the temperature sensors~Pt or
Cernox! and to eliminate the contribution of the Hall effe
to the measured voltages.9 We checked the quality of ou
samples by performing multiterminal measurements w
different lead configurations in zero field while sweepingT
between 10 K<T<300 K. Samples free of defects and i
homogeneities should yield identical resistivity values wh
measured using different lead configurations. The sin
crystal for which data are shown here has less than 1
change in resistivity when measured using different le
configurations.

III. RESULTS

Typical rab(T) and rc(T) (10 K<T<300 K) for
YBa2Cu3O6.25 are shown in Fig. 1. For 175 K<T
<300 K, rab(T) is weakly metallic despite the fact that th
sample is strongly underdoped.rab(T) exhibits two cross-
overs with decreasingT: a crossover from metallic to wea
localization behavior at 175 K and a second crossove
two-dimensional variable-range hopping~VRH! of localized
holes in a textured magnetic system at 115 K.10 In contrast,
rc(T) is very large and displays a nonmetallic behavior o
the wholeT range with a VRH-type dependence below 1
K.10 The kink in theT derivative ofrc , which occurs while
cooling throughTN ,11 was not detected for the measuredT

FIG. 1. TemperatureT dependence of the zero-field in-plan
rab , and out-of-plane,rc , resistivities of YBa2Cu3O6.25 single
crystal.
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range, indicating thatTN.300 K.
There are several unusual features that characterize

magnetotransport of these low oxygen concentrations
magnetic fieldH applied parallel to the CuO2 planes. First,
theH dependence ofDrab,c /rab,c is a superposition of three
contributions. Figure 2~a! illustrates theH dependence of
Drab /rab measured atT550 K at three different angles: 0
and 90° ~filled circles!, and 45° ~filled triangles!. Here u
50° corresponds toH parallel to thex axis ~defined along
the longest dimension of the single crystal!, which corre-
sponds to the direction ofI and to one of the in-plane crys
tallographic axesa(b). Note thatDrab /rab is strongly an-
isotropic, i.e.,Drab /rab is negative whenHi I (u50°) and
is positive whenH'I (u590°). TheDrab /rab(H) curves
corresponding to these two field-current configurations
almost symmetric with respect to theDrab /rab(H) curve
corresponding to theu545° configuration. Hence, there i

FIG. 2. FieldH dependence of~a! in-plane magnetoresistivity
Drab /rab and ~b! out-of-plane magnetoresistivityDrc /rc of
YBa2Cu3O6.25 single crystal measured at 50 K with different fie
orientations ~filled symbols!. The filled circles correspond to
Hi I iab plane andH'I , while the filled triangles correspond tou
545°. The three curves shown with empty symbols are extrac
from the raw data~filled symbols! as follows. The anisotropic term
Drab,c

anis/rab,c ~inverted triangles! is the difference between
Drab,c /rab,c(H,0°) andDrab,c /rab,c(H,45°), while the quadratic
in H termgab,cH

2 ~squares! was subtracted fromDrab /rab(H,45°)
and Drc /rc(H,90°), respectively, to, hence, give the term attri
uted to domains-wall scattering,Drab,c

DW /rab,c ~open triangles!.
Thus, the sum of the three curves shown with empty symbols g
Drab /rab(H,0°) andDrc /rc(H,45°), respectively.
5-2
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EFFECT OF SPIN ORDERING ON THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144505
an anisotropic contributionDrab
anis/rab(H,u), given by the

difference betweenDrab /rab(H,u) and Drab /rab(H,45°).
The H dependence ofDrab

anis/rab for u50° is shown
in Fig. 2~a! ~inverted triangles!. This term is stronglyH
dependent for lowH and saturates forH higher than a
certain valueHSF . Thus, Drab /rab(H,u) is the sum of
two terms: Drab /rab(H,45°) and Drab

anis/rab(H,u). The
Drab /rab(H,45°) term is also a superposition of two cont
butions: ~i! a positive, isotropic, and quadratic inH contri-
bution,gabH

2 @open squares in Fig. 2~a!#, and~ii ! a negative
contribution Drab

DW/rab ~open triangles!, which increases
sharply with H at low H and saturates for magnetic field
higher than a threshold valueHab,sat

DW .
A similar superposition of three different terms is al

characteristic to theH dependence ofDrc /rc . Figure 2~b!
illustrates theH dependence ofDrc /rc measured atT
550 K with u590° ~filled circles! and u545° ~filled tri-
angles!. The results foru50° ~data not shown! are almost
identical with the results foru590°, as expected from sym
metry reasons. TheDrc /rc(H,45°) and Drc /rc(H,90°)
curves differ by a termDrc

anis/rc(H,45°) ~inverted tri-
angles!. Thus, there is an anisotropic termDrc

anis/rc(H,u)
contributing to thec-axis MR, given by the difference be
tween Drc /rc(H,u) and Drc /rc(H,90°). This Drc

anis/rc

term increases withH for low H and saturates forH
.HSF , with HSF the same for bothDrab

anis/rab and
Drc

anis/rc . Thus, similarly to the in-plane MR
Drc /rc(H,u) is the sum of two termsDrc /rc(H,90°) and
Drc

anis/rc(H,u). The Drc /rc(H,90°) term is also a super
position of two contributions:~i! a positive, isotropic, and
quadratic inH contribution,gcH

2, dominant at highH ~open
squares! and~ii ! a negative contributionDrc

DW/rc(H) ~open
triangles!, which increases sharply withH at low H and satu-
rates for magnetic fields higher than a threshold valueHc,sat

DW .
As anticipated from above, the MRs are strongly ani

tropic upon the in-plane rotation ofH. This feature is bes
illustrated in the angular dependence ofDrab,c /rab,c mea-
sured at constantT. Figure 3~a! is a plot ofDrab

anis/rab vs u.
Notice thatDrab

anis/rab has a twofold symmetry and an en
hancing anisotropy with decreasingT. The angular depen
dence ofDrc

anis/rc is shown in Fig. 3~b!. This term exhibits
a fourfold symmetry, with minima at 45° betweenH and
a(b). Its anisotropy is again enhanced with decreasingT.

We show next that the anisotropic features
Drab,c /rab,c at highH values can be understood in terms
the coupling between the spin and elastic degrees of free
in the antiferromagnetic state, with thea and b directions
corresponding to the easy axes of magnetization. We
show that the asymmetry of theDrab /rab(H) curves when
Hi I andH'I , i.e., theDrab

DW/rab term, as well as the nega
tive contribution toDrc /rc , i.e., theDrc

DW/rc term, may be
the result of charge-carrier scattering on the antiferrom
netic domain walls.

IV. EFFECT OF LATTICE DISTORTIONS
ON MAGNETOTRANSPORT

Below TN , the spins of the Cu ions are oriented along t
CuO2 planes and are antiferromagnetically ordered both
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plane and out of the plane.12 The single crystal is divided
into antiferromagnetic domains. In each domain, the sub
tice magnetizationsM1 andM2 with M15M25Ms are an-
tiparallel to each other, with the staggered magnetizatioL
5M12M2 oriented along the easy axes of magnetization
the absence of an applied magnetic field, the orientation
the domains is equally distributed between the two easy a
of magnetization. When the magnetic field is increased fr
H50, the domains with unfavorably oriented sublatti
magnetizations rotate perpendicular to the direction ofH
and, for a value ofH higher than a threshold valueHSF , the
system reaches the single-domain state. InH.HSF , the sub-
lattice magnetizations are canted relative to each other,
wards the direction of the field, and the total magnetizat
M5M11M2 becomes different than zero. The canting an
increases with increasing field up to a maximum fieldHE ,
when all the spins are aligned along the direction ofH.

Upon the onset of long-range antiferromagnetic orderi
the crystal lattice is slightly distorted along the direction ofL
~magnetostriction! as a result of its coupling with the antifer
romagnetically ordered Cu~2! spins. Thus, inside each ant
ferromagnetic domain, the crystal symmetry is lowered fro
tetragonal to orthorhombic, giving rise to a nonzero str
tensorei j and to a change in the in-plane and out-of-pla
resistivities. This spin-lattice coupling was experimenta
confirmed for antiferromagnetic YBa2Cu3O6.1 single crystals

FIG. 3. Angularu dependence of~a! the in-planeDrab
anis/rab

and~b! out-of-planeDrc
anis/rc anisotropic contributions to the mag

netoresistivities of YBa2Cu3O6.25 single crystal measured at differ
ent temperaturesT in a magnetic fieldH510 T applied parallel to
the ab plane.u is the angle betweenH and the applied currentI
with u50° when Hi I . The direction ofI is along the crystallo-
graphic axisa (b).
5-3
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doped with 1% Gd through electron-spin-resonan
measurements.6

In determining the effect of the lattice distortions onrab
andrc , we start with the assumption that bothrab andrc are
functions of the diagonal componentsexx , eyy , and ezz of
the strain tensor, produced by the magnetoelastic coup
We write both resistivities as a power series of isotropicS
5exx1eyy1ezz and anisotropicD5exx2eyy combinations
of the strains since, for axial symmetry, the componentezz is
a function of the sumexx1eyy .13 Hence, to second order i
S andD, the resistivities are given by

rab5r0,ab1ap1S1bp1D1ap2S21bp2D2, ~1!

rc5r0,c1ac1S1ac2S21bcD
2. ~2!

Herer0,ab andr0,c are resistivities due to scattering mech
nisms unrelated to lattice distortions, whileap1,p2 , bp1,p2 ,
ac1,c2, and bc are material dependent coefficients. Therc
expansion does not include a linear term inD because of the
symmetry of the crystalline structure and the experimen
configuration.

The choice to expandrc andrab in a power series ofD
and S is a natural one. For instance, the relative change
the volume (S) is expected to affect both in-plane and ou
of-plane hopping integrals t i5\/(2mi* a2) and t'
5\/(2m'

* c2) and, therefore, to produce a change inrc and
rab . However, the relative change in volume does not sc
with the change in resistivities;14–17hence,S is not the only
source for the change inrab and rc . Indeed, experiments
have shown that lattice deformations produce a chang
both the transport hopping integrals and charge-car
density.18–20 Specifically, the charge-carrier density w
found to increase under compression. This increase was
cribed to an enhanced chain ordering upon volu
reduction21 and, from a crystallographic point of view, to a
enhanced orthorhombicity (a2b)/a. ~The Hall number,
which is related to the charge-carrier density, does
change under pressure in systems without Cu-O chain22!
Based on these results, we expect the change in the or
hombicity @(a2b)/a}exx2eyy}D# of the YB2Cu3O6.25
sample, produced by spin-lattice coupling, to also induc
change in the charge-carrier density, thus affecting bothrab
andrc .

The strainseii ( i 5x,y,z) are obtained starting from th
total free energy of the antiferromagnetic sample in
single-domain state (H.HSF). To second-order approxima
tion and for a crystallographic lattice with tetragonal symm
try, the free energy can be written as23

F5 1
2 Al21 1

2 Bm21 1
2 K2l x

2l y
222Msm•H1B11~exxl x

21eyyl y
2!

1B12~exxl y
21eyyl x

2!1B31l
2ezz12B66exyl xl y

1 1
2 C11~exx

2 1eyy
2 !1C12exxeyy1C13~exx1eyy!ezz

1 1
2 C33ezz

2 12C44~exz
2 1eyz

2 !12C66exy
2 . ~3!

The first four terms represent the magnetic interaction~two
exchange terms, an anisotropy term, and a Zeeman t
respectively! expressed in terms of reduced staggered m
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netization l5L /(2Ms) and reduced magnetizationm
5M /(2Ms). The next four terms represent the magnetoel
tic energies with magnetoelastic constantsBi j . The last six
terms represent the elastic energy with elastic constantsCi j .
With the x axis along one of the equivalent in-plane cryst
lographic axesa(b), we definea and u as the angles be
tween thex axis andl andH, respectively,h5H/(2Ms) as
the reduced magnetic field, andb by l 5cosb and m
5sinb. With these definitions, the free energy becomes

F5 1
2 ~A2B!cos2b2 1

16 K2cos4b cos 4a

22Mshsinb sin~a2u!1 1
2 cos2b@~B112B12!

3~exx2eyy!cos 2a1~B111B12!~exx1eyy!

12B31ezz12B66exysin 2a#1 1
2 C11~exx

2 1eyy
2 !

1C12exxeyy1C13~exx1eyy!ezz1
1
2 C33ezz

2

12C44~exz
2 1eyz

2 !12C66exy
2 . ~4!

The minimization of the free energy with respect toa, b,
andei j ( i , j 5x,y,z) givesb and the strainsei j as functions
of h. The expressions ofb and of the isotropic and aniso
tropic strains are

sinb[m5
h

hE
sin~a2u!, ~5!

S52Cmcos2b, ~6!

D52Dmcos 2a cos2b, ~7!

where hE[HE /(2Ms)5(B2A)/(2Ms
2) is the reduced ex-

change field, andCm andDm areT-dependent magnetoelas
tic factors defined as

Cm5

B111B1222B31

C13

C33

C111C1222
C13

2

C33

S 12
C13

C33
D1

B31

C33
,

Dm5
B112B12

C112C12
. ~8!

The minimization of the free energy also gives the anglea,

sin 4a52S h

hSF
D 2

sin 2~a2u!, ~9!

where hSF[HSF /(2Ms)5AK28(B2A)/(2Ms
2) is the re-

duced spin-flop field with the renormalized anisotro
constant
5-4
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K285K212
~B112B12!

2

C112C12
2

B66
2

C66
. ~10!

For fields higher thanHSF , Eq. ~9! has the solutiona
5p/21u1d, with

d'2
sin 4u

4F S h

hSF
D 2

1cos 4uG !1. ~11!

This means that, forH.HSF , the staggered magnetization
nearly always perpendicular to the direction of the magn
field and rotates simultaneously with the magnetic field,
with an approximatelyp/2 phase shift.

Inserting Eqs.~6! and ~7! into Eqs.~1! and ~2!, and with
cos2b'12h2/hE

2 one obtains the following field and angula
dependences ofrab ~expressed up to first order inS andD)
andrc ~expressed up to second order inS andD):

rab~H !5r0,ab~H !2ap1CmF12S H

HE
D 2G

1bp1DmF12S H

HE
D 2Gcos 2u,

rc~H !5r0,c~H !2ac1CmF12S H

HE
D 2G

1ac2Cm
2 F122S H

HE
D 2G

1
bcDm

2

2 F122S H

HE
D 2G~11cos 4u!. ~12!

In order to determine the magnetoresistivities, it is necess
to know the zero-field values ofS and D that enter in the
expressions ofrab andrc for H50 T. These values can b
evaluated starting from the expression of the free energy,
Eq. ~3!, without the terms due to the magnetic field@second
and fourth terms of Eq.~3!#. The minimization of the free
energy leads to two solutions for the anglea: a50 andp/2.
This indicates that atH50 T, the sample splits into antifer
romagnetic domains, which, for a perfect single crystal, o
ent in equal numbers along the two easy axes of magne
tion. Then, one gets the zero-field value ofS and D by
taking the average of the values obtained from Eqs.~6! and
~7!, respectively, with a50 and p/2: S(0)av52Cm ,
D(0)av50, S2(0)av5Cm

2 , and D2(0)av5Dm
2 . As a result,

Drab5rab(H)2rab(0) andDrc5rc(H)2rc(0) are given
by

Drab5Dr0,ab1ap1CmS H

HE
D 2

1bp1DmF12S H

HE
D 2Gcos 2u,

~13!
14450
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Drc5Dr0,c1@ac1Cm22ac2Cm
2 22bcDm

2 #S H

HE
D 2

2
bcDm

2

2 F122S H

HE
D 2G~12cos 4u!, ~14!

where Dr0,ab5r0,ab(H)2r0,ab(0) and Dr0,c5r0,c(H)
2r0,c(0).

Equations~13! and ~14! predict the existence of thre
terms contributing to both in-plane and out-of-plane mag
toresistivities: the first term is generated by mechanisms
dependent of lattice distortions, while the second and th
terms are a result of lattice distortions. The second term
quadratic in field and independent of the angle betweenH
and the crystallographic axes, while the third term is ani
tropic with respect to the in-plane field orientation, with
twofold symmetry (2u) in Drab and a fourfold symmetry
(4u) in Drc .

The angular dependences ofDrab,c
anis/rab,c shown in Figs.

3~a! and 3~b!, with a cos 2u behavior forDrab
anis/rab , and

cos 4u behavior forDrc
anis/rc , are in excellent agreemen

with the angular dependences predicted by the anisotr
terms of Eqs.~13! and ~14!. Also, Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! show
that Drc

anis/rc is approximately one order of magnitud
smaller thanDrab

anis/rab . This is consistent with the fact tha
a second-order approximation had to be employed in orde
reveal the angular behavior ofDrc /rc , while a first-order
approximation was used forDrab /rab .

Thus, the magnetoelastic coupling explains the unus
angular dependenceexhibited by both MRs, and, therefore
constitutes a valid candidate for the origin of this behavi
However, in order to see if the lattice distortions account
the magnitudeof the anisotropic term in MRs, we estima
the order of magnitude of the change in the lattice param
and, hence, of the magnetostriction required to produce
measured magnitude of the anisotropic term in MRs a
compare this estimate with known magnetostriction da
Both magnetostriction and applied pressure give rise
changes of the lattice parameters and, subsequently
changes in resistivity. The change in resistivity as a resul
uniaxial stress applied along thea axis is Drab /rab

'2(d ln rab/dpa)ka
21(Da/a), where ka52d ln a/dpa and

Da/a is the relative change in the lattice parametera as a
result of the applied uniaxial stresspa . With ka'22.4
31023 GPa21 from Ref. 21, d ln rab/dpa'20.4 GPa21

from Ref. 19, andDrab
anis/rab'1023 from our measurement

in the single-domain state, one obtainsDa/a5exx'6
31026. This is in good agreement with the reported valu
of 1026–1025 on magnetostriction in layered cuprates.24,25

As mentioned above, Eqs.~13! and ~14! also predict the
presence of anH2 term for both in-plane and out-of-plan
resistivities, independent of the in-plane field orientatio
The H dependence ofDrab /rab and Drc /rc measured at
constantT and fixedH orientation@see Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#
exhibits a quadratic contribution as well, which appears
be, within experimental errors, independent of fie
orientation.

We check next if the magnitude of the measuredisotropic
5-5
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H2 term could be accounted for byisotropic forced magne-
tostriction alone@second terms in Eqs.~13! and ~14!#. Spe-
cifically, from data of hydrostatic pressure dependence
in-plane resistivity of YBa2Cu3O61x , we estimate the mag
nitude of the magnetostriction necessary to induce anH2

term in Drab /rab of the order of 1023 at 14 T. A relative
change of volume,DV/V, produces a change in the resisti
ity given by Drab /rab'(2d ln rab/dp)kV

21DV/V, where p
represents the applied hydrostatic pressure,kV52d ln V/dp
'28.931023 GPa21, and d ln rab/dp'20.12 GPa21

from Ref. 21. An applied magnetic field induces a relat
change in volumeDV/V5S(0)(H/HE)2, whereS(0)5exx
1eyy1ezz is the zero-field isotropic magnetostriction. Wi
HE'600 T ~see Ref. 26!, one obtainsS(0)}0.1. This is an
extremely large value sinceS(0) is, at most, of the order o
3exx'1026–1025. Therefore, we conclude that the isotrop
forced magnetostriction alone@second term in Eqs.~13! and
~14!# produces negligible contribution to MRs and cann
account for the measured magnitude of theisotropic H2 term
in Drab /rab andDrc /rc .

V. EFFECT OF OTHER MECHANISMS
ON MAGNETOTRANSPORT

We address now the contributionsDrab,0 /rab and
Drc,0 /rc in Eqs.~13! and~14!, respectively, which represen
mechanisms independent of lattice distortions. We note
Drab,0 /rab and Drc,0 /rc correspond to the experimental
measuredDrab /rab(45°) and Drc /rc(90°), respectively,
since the anisotropic terms cancel for theseu values. As
mentioned above and shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!,
Drab /rab(45°) andDrc /rc(90°) contain two contributions
each: a quadratic inH contribution,gabH

2 and gcH
2, re-

spectively, and a negative contribution,Drab
DW/rab and

Drc
DW/rc , respectively. We extract two relevant quantiti

from the H dependence ofDrab
DW/rab and Drc

DW/rc @see
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively#: the saturation values
Drab,sat

DW /rab andDrc,sat
DW /rc as well as their threshold field

Hab,sat
DW andHc,sat

DW .
TheT dependence ofHab,sat

DW andHc,sat
DW together withHSF

determined from theH dependence ofDrab,c
anis/rab,c are

shown in Fig. 4~a!. For T.100 K, all three curves decreas
linearly with increasingT, with a commonT-axis intercept of
390625 K. SinceHSF should vanish atTN , we identify this
temperature with the AF transition temperature. This de
mined value ofTN is in good agreement with the 382
value ofTN extracted from the phase diagram of YBa2Cu3Ox
for this same stoichiometry.27

The T dependences of the saturation valuesDrab,sat
DW /rab

and Drc,sat
DW /rc are shown in Fig. 4~b!. The in-plane data

follow a power-law dependence of the formDrab,sat
DW /rab

5const3(12T/Tab)
a, with the best fit forTab5393 K and

a53.75 ~solid line in the figure!. This characteristic tem
perature is again close toTN , indicating thatDrab,sat

DW /rab

also vanishes atT.TN . A similar T dependence is also cha
acteristic toDrc,sat

DW /rc for T.100 K, as evidenced by th
scaling betweenDrab,sat

DW /rab and Drc,sat
DW /rc shown in Fig.

4~b!.
14450
f

t

at

r-

The scaling ofDrab,sat
DW /rab andDrc,sat

DW /rc as well as the
nearly identical values of the saturation fieldsHi ,sat

DW ( i
5ab,c) @Fig. 4~a!# for T.100 K are a strong indication
that the same mechanism, which becomes active in the
regime, is responsible for bothDrab

DW/rab and Drc
DW/rc at

high T. The peculiar H dependences ofDrab
DW(H) and

Drc
DW(H) with their rapid decrease with increasingH for

low H and their saturation at highH support the idea that the
mechanism responsible for these MR terms involves
H-dependent AF domain structure. This mechanism is m
likely related to scattering of the charge carriers on the
domain walls. This scattering process occurs as a resu
carrier spin relaxation on the local rotated magnetic mome
within the domain wall. A similar domain-wall scatterin
was predicted and experimentally investigated in the cas
ferromagnetic materials.28,29Magnetic fields higher thanHSF
erase the domains, the local magnetic moments acquire
same orientation, and scattering events are no longer pre
Hence, the domain-wall resistance vanishes a
Drab,c

DW /rab,c(H) saturates at a value that reflects the relat
contribution of the DW scattering to the total resistivitie
The downturn ofHc,sat

DW at T'100 K is, however, intriguing
and might signal a change in the way the Cu spins cou
with H. This change appears to be relevant to the out-
plane transport while leaving the in-plane transport un

FIG. 4. ~a! TemperatureT dependence of the saturation field
HSF , Hab,sat

DW , andHc,sat
DW of YBa2Cu3O6.25 single crystal.~b! Tem-

peratureT dependences of the saturation valuesDrab,sat
DW /rab and

Drc,sat
DW /rc . Inset: TemperatureT dependences of the coefficien

gab,c of the quadratic inH contributions to magnetoresistivities.
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fected (Hab,sat
DW continues to monotonically increase with d

creasingT).
The H2 coefficientsgab,c extracted from our data hav

positive values over the whole measuredT range, withgc
approximately one order of magnitude larger thangab . The
T dependences ofgab andgc are shown in the inset to Fig
4~b!. The coefficientgc decreases monotonically with in
creasing temperature whilegab is nonmonotonic with a
maximum at'100 K. For 50<T<250 K, gc has the fol-
lowing logarithmicT dependence:

gc573531027ln
T*

T
, ~15!

with the fitting parameterT* 5363 K. This value ofT* is
close to the 382 K value ofTN extracted from the phas
diagram of YBa2Cu3Ox for this same stoichiometry.27 This
suggests that theH2 term ofDrc /rc correlates with the pres
ence of antiferromagnetic ordering, as was previously
ported on YBa2Cu3Ox single crystals with similar oxygen
content.30

VI. SUMMARY

We performed simultaneous in-plane and out-of-pla
magnetoresistivity measurements on antiferromagn
YBa2Cu3O6.25 single crystals in magnetic fields applied pa
ic

tt

a

n,

, C

W

hi

.W

. W
e

a-

14450
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allel to theab plane. BothDrab /rab andDrc /rc are a su-
perposition of three contributions.

~i! The first contribution is anisotropic, changes strong
with H for low H, and saturates atH above a certain value
HSF . This contribution exhibits a twofold angular symmet
for Drab /rab and a fourfold angular symmetry forDrc /rc
upon in-plane magnetic-field rotation. We have shown t
this anisotropic contribution is a result of the coupling b
tween the antiferromagnetically ordered Cu~2! spins and the
crystal lattice.

~ii ! The next two contributions are isotropic. One cont
bution is negative and saturates at fields higher than a thr
old field Hi ,sat

DW ( i 5c,ab). We ascribe this contribution to
charge-carrier scattering on the AF domain walls. The ot
contribution is quadratic inH and much larger for the out
of-plane MR than for the in-plane MR. There are indicatio
that this contribution might be due to AF ordering, althou
further evidence is necessary for a conclusive identifica
of this mechanism.
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